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How Qatar Fights Terrorism: Despite the Illegal Blockade
We stand with the U.S. in our common fight against terrorism.

Basic Human Rights
Lift the Illegal Blockade - Respect Our Human Rights
The blockade against Qatar violates basic human rights.

Education
Lift the Illegal Blockade - Respect Our Human Rights
The illegal blockade against Qatar has interrupted education.

Medical Care
Lift the Illegal Blockade - Respect Our Human Rights
The illegal blockade against Qatar has interrupted medical care.

Human Rights Stats
Lift the Illegal Blockade - Respect Our Human Rights
The blockade has violated 26,474 basic human rights.

Families
Lift the Illegal Blockade - Respect Our Human Rights
The illegal blockade against Qatar has separated families.

Free Expression
Lift the Illegal Blockade - Respect Our Human Rights
The illegal blockade against Qatar has infringed on the right of free expression.
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Learn the truth about the illegal blockade against Qatar.
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Sign up now to get your own personalized timeline!
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Government Comms. Office - State of Qatar
Ad gco.gov.qa
Principle source of news and information related to the government of Qatar.

Government Comms. Office - State of Qatar
Ad gco.gov.qa
Important topics from all around Qatar.

GCO State of Qatar - Official Source
Ad gco.gov.qa
For news and updates on the GCC crisis.

GCO State of Qatar - Official Source
Ad gco.gov.qa
For clarifying facts and an accurate picture of Qatar.
Gvnt. Communications Office - State of Qatar
Ad gco.gov.qa
 Principle source of news and information related to the government of Qatar.
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Ad gco.gov.qa
 Official information on the GCC crisis.